
ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND THE DEVELOPING CHILD

Effect of electronic media on children. potentially profound effects, both positive and negative, on children's cognitive,
social, and behavioral development.

Integrates multiple program components i. The program devotes sections to individuals in specific roles with
links leading to various activities and information regarding Internet safety. There is a large variety of material
for parents and teachers to reinforce and enhance the behaviors. Addresses protective factors as well as risk
factors. Looking at television: Action or reaction? This program is designed to allow for specific training at
short intervals within different timeframes without repeated exposure to the same skills. The media Multistage
sampling technique was used in this study. Activities range from worksheets, discussion questions, projects,
interactive media, and comic-book style videos that teach about social networking and cyberbullying via
animated movie clips. The training, outreach, and mentor programs implemented on this site include a balance
of both risk and protective factors. The site could be improved by providing the rationale for avoiding the
named risks and offering guidance for adults on addressing these complex topics with children.
Developmental Psychology, 37 2 ,  The site focuses primarily on promoting awareness and disseminating
preventive mechanisms through education. The availability of these connections. The provision of
criterion-based guidelines for effective narratives â€” for instance, a good narrative in this exercise would
include the identification of the risky activity, clarification of why the activity is risky, suggested responses if
the risk happens, and strategies to avoid the risk. A further explanatory note would serve to scaffold learning.
Currently the reasons for avoiding risk are unavailable in the resource. This site includes current updates on
programs that allow for repeated, ongoing exposure to the various skills and content over time through
different forms of training and targeting various people throughout the community. Course 50 pages 20
posttest questions Learning Objectives 1. Probably the biggest extraneous variable is the Disney name and its
iconic position in Western society. This is because the media provide young media. It includes some good
vectors of virus transmission, including file sharing applications. Additionally, children are alerted to the
dangers of opening unexpected emails or links. They have done an excellent job of incorporating throughout
the program a theoretical framework that focuses on digital and media awareness. Retrieved from the Kaiser
Family Foundation. Justification for making informed and safe decisions is elaborated upon in a constructive
manner that empowers children to consider both benefits and consequences of their choices. Although this
Web site focuses on the child, it contains guides for parents as well as teachers, including Internet access to
further safety information.


